
Appendix 2: Project Area 18
• Sponsor: Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation
• Landowner:  Washington Department of Fish
• Funder:  Bonneville Power Administration
• Match:  SRFB
• Design: R2 Resource Consultants Inc.

Contributing Partners:



Project Back Ground 
Project Areas 18 was identified in the Conceptual Restoration Plan (Anchor QEA 2011 Nov) as a project targeted for early implementation that would have elements that 
would provide immediate biological response and some taking time to fully mature to achieving full benefits, removes important stressors from the system and had a high 
benefit to cost ratio.  In 2015 and 2016, CTUIR initiated the design and development of PA-17 & 18 between RM 32.1 & RM 35.15 (Figure 7) located on the WDFW Wildlife 
Area and private properties (Appendix 2 - Slide 5) using CTUIR Tucannon Habitat Program funding and Program technical support. The design efforts propose a two-phased 
approach where initial work will begin in 2016/17 on WDFW properties (PA-18) followed by phase II with interested private landowners in PA-17  (Appendix 2 – Slide 5).  This 
approach will allow CTUIR to develop contacts and build landowner support before conceptualizing designs with private landowners. 

The project site has undergone a number of restoration actions over the past 20 years with each one being built on top as land management improves and habitat conditions 
improve.  In 1995, WDFW acquired the property from private ownership with the intention of managing it as part of the wildlife area.  The flood of 1996-97 lead to extensive 
bed and bank erosion at the site leading to summer temperature concerns as well as fine sediment (Appendix 2-slide 12).  In 1998, WDFW constructed 5 log jams for the 
purpose of stabilizing lateral channel migration and reducing the width to depth ratio.  Over the first 10 years of the project the channel did narrow and riparian habitat 
developed and matured behind the structures (Appendix 2 – slide 12).  In the high flows of 2009-10 conditions developed which lead to the development of a channel 
spanning structure anchored in the previous project and the formation of a center channel bar.  By 2013, the channel had been completely filled and the reach expressed its 
self as a multiple channel depositional reach that is highly connected and becoming inhabited by beavers.  The reach is an excellent example of resetting “Stage Zero” (Cluer
2018) in the channel evolution model developed for the Tucannon (Figure 2, Figure 3).  

Earlier in 1995, the CCD worked with the landowner to construct the large sediment retention structure located in the lower center (Appendix 2 – slide 7) and highlighted in 
red for the purpose of capturing fine sediments rout out of Hartsock Creek into the Tucannon.  At the time of this project the pond was partially full not having been 
excavated since the late 1990’s and seemingly was no longer needed as a result of better land management and minimum fines being routed through Hartsock Creek.  It was 
determined at the time of the project that the structure was not having an impact of the floodplain and was maintaining a number of small wetlands so it was left in place.

In 2013, CTUIR worked with WDFW to reconnect the lower end of the spring channel running the length of the property  by developing a channel and planting willows to 
minimize canary reed grass encroachment.  Following the project steelhead were observed spawning in the spring channel >0.5 mi above the project area.  In 2017, the 
spring creek was connected to high winter flows coming off the floodplain from the upper end to provide channel shaping flow, which is the first time that had happened 
since 1996-97 flood.  We anticipate this will help maintain the lower channel and help to reduce reed grass encroachment.

The project build in 2017 by CTUIR worked to maintain the process occurring in the upper 1/3 of the reach (Appendix 2 – slide 9, 12), expanding it onto the adjacent 
floodplain and replicating it down stream where possible.  In this reach as in other on the Tucannon we are redrawing the flood maps to combat changing hydrology brought 
on by climate change.  The approach will be multiple treatment in many places and will require decades, but we feel it is the only viable approach to buffering climate change 
effects.

In July and August 2017 the project was implemented, and was exposed to a moderated bank full flow ~1000 cfs in December 2017.  It is not likely a flow > the early winter 
rain on snow event will occur in the spring of 2018, due to lower then normal (57% at the time of this report) snow pack in 2017/18 (Figure 17).  Many of the structural 
features placed in 2017 are targeting increasing floodplain connectivity and channel complexity.  Both of these responses require flows adequate to move bed load, in some 
localized areas this will occur rapidly but in other, it will require flows >1,550 cfs.  The frequency of event of this magnitude has been one every ~5 years but they have 
occurred more often lately with increased rain on winter snow.  In 2018, the Program will conduct a rapid habitat survey to determine change since the as built survey in 
2017 and make determination on immediate change in habitat and notes on places or things to watch.  A follow up survey will be conducted 2 -3 years later or following a 
significant flow whichever occurs first.  



Project Goals and Objectives

Goal:  Return a roughly 1 mile reach of the river located within WDFW’s WT Wooten Wildlife Area 
property on the Hartsock unit (WTWWA) closer to its historic, naturally functioning state, and increase 
fish habitat quantity and quality.

Objectives: 
i. Installing LWD structures within the bankfull channel that create pool habitat, instream cover habitat complexity, 

substrate sorting, and increased channel migration and floodplain connectivity. 
i. # of Log jams placed
ii. # of floodplain structures placed
iii. # of key LWD pieces > 6 m long & 0.3 m dia.)

ii. Modifying floodplain topography where it makes sense to do so in order to strategically reconnect the 
floodplain in a way that helps promote floodplain and riparian vegetation growth and extent, and increases fish 
habitat accessibility in a significant spring channel that runs along the west side of the valley floor; 

i. # feet of confining features removed
ii. # feet of pilot channel cuts

iii. Developing a planting plan to restore a floodplain and upland terrace forest community that more closely 
resembles less impacted reaches upstream.

i. # of trees interstitially planted
ii. # of acres of new cover trees planted



Summary:

In mid-July 2017, after nearly 2 years of planning, design, permitting and fund raising, PA-18 was implemented with support from WDFW and the SRSRB.  Implementation went off without 
incident thanks to the hard work and dedication of those involved.  Construction was well visited with representatives from state and federal agencies, counties and the public came to view 
the spectacle of the Chinook Heavy Lift airship in action.  This project had a very large proportion of ground work to complete following the helicopter work that lasted into mid late August.  
The helicopter was used to minimize impacts to existing mature riparian habitat which is limited in the project area.  The project area has been undergoing dramatic changes in floodplain 
and channel extant over the past 20 yrs. with improving conditions on the upper 1/3 of the project area (Slide 9), however the lower 2/3 of the project had become stagnant not improving.  
The implementation of this project targeted maintaining good conditions and extending that habitat type into the appropriate downstream areas.  

The project received funding support from the BPA funded Tucannon Programmatic ($700k) and the Salmon Recovery Funding Board ($408k), with design and site management funds 
coming from CTUIR Tucannon Project ($140).  During implementation 49 LWD structures were constructed within the 1.1 mi perennial channel were treated with LWD key pieces totaling 
549 pieces (> 6 m long & 0.3 m dia.).    

The placement of LWD structures using a helicopter is a less invasive approach to restoration, however it also can be slower to respond to flood flows and local conditions as might 
structures placed using conventional equipment.  The reasons for this vary but are mostly related to LWD members making contact with the stream bed and the character of helicopter 
structures being more flow through and require higher flows to help settle the structure down to the stream bed.  The 2017 project was a blend of both approaches and will be interesting 
to see the relative trajectory of change compared to what is observed in other projects in the basin.

The project has a CHaMP and AEM site embedded within the treatment reach which was sampled in 2017 prior to construction.  No post-project data is available from that survey but 
should be following the post treatment survey in 2018.  A representation of channel habitat units pre-project is illustrated on slide 10 (Appendix 2).  The habitat map indicates low pool 
frequency and area, and a high ration of plain bed riffle caused by the confinement of the reach.  

The following data summary are drawn from the results of pre and post project rapid habitat surveys conducted for the propose of implementation monitoring in 2017.
• In 2017, the entire 1.1 miles of the project areas was treated with LWD increasing the key piece/ bank full with >900% from a pre-project average of 0.49 to a post project average of  

5.12 bring the key pieces/bank full width (>6 m long & 0.3 m dia.).
• Built 49 LWD structures increasing pool frequency by  89% and pool area by 162%.
• Increased all side channels by 44% and over all perennial length by 6%

Environmental variables are measured through a variety of projects and programs
• Improved water temperature is a long term objective of the Programmatic and it is anticipated that the project over a 10 yr period will positively improve summer high temperatures 

and winter low temperatures.  Temperature is measured at the watershed scale at the lower end of the management unit by the Washington  Department of Ecology  stream gage at 
Marengo.

• Riparian quantity and quality is being monitoring throughout the watershed using remote sensing technology in the form of available LiDAR data (2010 and 2017 data).



Appendix 2 – Slide 5:  Project Areas 17 currently in concept scoping lead by CTUIR for construction in 2019-20 (right) and PA18 implemented in 2017 (left).  The lower end of the project below the 
Columba Co. bridge was not implement in 2017 but is being assess along with the bridge for modifications to minimize damage to and around the bridge.  The over all reach group is 1.75 miles in 
length with PA-17  (0.51 mile) being located on private and PA-18 (1.24 miles) is located on WDFW Wooten Wildlife Area.  The project goals are identified as increase floodplain connectivity and 

side channel habitat by increasing channel complexity (LWD).   The project are being phased with PA-18 being the early action project.

FLOW



Appendix 2 – Slide 6: Project area 17 is being conceptualized and designed by CTUIR for consideration in 2019-20 construction work window.   No designs concepts have been developed at this 
point for PA-17, in an effort to finish PA-18 downstream and use that as a spring board with landowners in concept development. Landowner meetings are scheduled for March 2018 which will 

be used in the scoping of project concepts based on landowner interest.

FLOW



Appendix 2 – Slide 7:  PA-18 pre-project condition with the design concept layer laid over top.  The dark blue outlines the existing main channel through the project area, the light blue lines 
highlight existing side channel and off channel spring creeks, and the green highlight the proposed new channel.  The heavy red lines outline the river levee or other confining features that are 

being considered for removal.  The small green icons indicate positions of LWD structures identified in the final designs.  As of the final design the settling ponds  indicated by the red line  swirl  in 
the left center of the map will not be removed in 2017 due to the wetlands they provide and their small footprint in the floodplain.



Pre-project July 2017
 55 LWD (>6m long & 0.3m dia.)
 28 pools
 1.1 miles perennial side channel
 0.66 miles of high flow channels
 2.22 total perennial stream miles

PA18_Pre/Post Project

Post-project September 2017
 577 LWD (>6m long & 0.3m dia.)
 53 pools
 1.1 miles perennial side channel
 1.6  miles of high flow channels
 2.22 total perennial stream miles

Appendix 2 – Slide 8:  The (above) maps illustrate pre and post project condition of the 1.1 mi project area 18 implemented by CTIUR PA 17 &18. The upper map illustrates the pre-project LWD structures 
(estimated at < .49 pieces per bank full width), pool frequency and channel extant, and the lower map illustrates the as-built for the same attributes. The data provided in this illustration was generated from the 

rapid habitat surveys collected by the SRSRB and CTUIR in 2017. There is a CHaMP sites located within the project areas indicated by the yellow arrow and the Program will continue to collect project 
effectiveness data related to structures placed, pool frequency and floodplain connectivity. Changes in channel and habitat condition pre/post project are shown in the maps above.  More information regarding 

implementation metrics are provided in the 2018 Annual report (Table 2).



PA18_Pre/Post  
Project Channels

Pre-project 1996

Pre-project 2006

Post-project 2017

Appendix 2 – slide 9:  Project area 18 channel condition through time begging after the 1996-97 flood through summer of 2017, illustrating channel evolution through time and the changes 
brought on by restoration.  The left (fellow arrow) illustrates a reach where WDFW (description slide 3 & 12) implemented a treatment in 1998 and the response that occurred over the next ~20 

years.  Note the removal of buildings from the floodplain between 2012 and 2017.   



Appendix 2– Slide 10:  PA-18 CHaMP control site showing habitat units measured by Ecological pre-project in 2016.  In 2017 
CTUIR implemented the PA-18 habitat project designs.  Project action are marked on the map and include the placement of 

LWD structures, removal of a grave berm, and development of a pilot channel and side channel.  An addition pre-project survey 
was completed in 2017 and it is intended that a post project flow up would occur in 2018.



Appendix 2 – Slide 11:  PA-18 project area modeled 2 yr flood elevation under existing conditions 
(60% Basis of Design Report 2016.  In 2017, a LiDAR survey was conducted following construction 
using green LiDAR technology.  We anticipate developing and new floodplain map and bathymetric 
layer to accompany the pre-project map above for future comparison and floodplain and channel 
evolution continue at this site.

Flow



Appendix 2:-slide 12:  In 1998 WDFW conducted a bank stabilization project following the 1996-97 floods in the Tucannon.  At the time riparian habitat in the project reach was recovering from previous land 
management and limited riparian habitat, which resulted in a large loss of farm land but gained low floodplain (upper left). The channel evolution occurring at this site is illustrated in Figure 2 &3 of (Buelow 

2018).  The project goal was to reduce width to depth ratio and stabilize lateral channel migration until riparian trees could become established (2002, upper center & lower left).  By 2006, (upper right) 
riparian began to become established in the low floodplain on river left behind the structure placed in 1998.  During the high water in 2009-10 (~3.5 yr event) a large log jam and center bar formed expanding 

the floodplain beyond that which was wet in 1996 (lower middle).  The formation of the bar lead to the development of the depositional area observed today and the eventual isolation of the structures in 
2013 (lower right).  Slide 9 of appendix 2, provides a time series following the 1996 floods through present, with the left 1/3 of the maps showing the development of the depositional zone and current 

condition.  In 2012, the Program funded the removal building and wells that were present on the property prior to it being acquires in 1995.  In 2017,CTUIR treated this area to maintain the depositional reach 
and to recreate it down stream,  as part of CTUIRs project the location where the building were became an island in the low floodplain, which will be planted with Ponderosa pine and Douglas fir.



Appendix 2 – slide 13:  (upper) Pre-post project photo point illustrating structures placed to break up plain bed riffle and cause deposition.  The lower photo 
point illustrates structures pre-post implementation placed to cause inundation of the banks leading to increase in floodplain connectivity.  The placement of 

this type of structure in the Tucannon creates a series of deep drop pools as the structure begins to fill over time and meets short term pool objective .



Appendix 2 – slide 14:  The images above are examples of LWD placed to create localized complex pool habitat (upper right and lower) in from plain bed simple channels (upper 
left).  Over time these structures should increase channel meander and stream bed aggradation. 



Appendix 2 – slide 15:  Example of an ELJ constructed in this project, these structure types were used in areas that were steep and required a more stable structure 
type (upper pre-post).  This structure was placed o the margin where a gravel berm and riprap had been placed in contain lateral channel migration and was removed.  
The lower left shows the grave berm that was removed from the floodplain and used as grave augmentation.  Lower right shows where high flows in December 2017 

flowed out where the berm had been.



Appendix 2 – slide 16:  Upper photo point shows a pre-post project structure that has been placed with rope secured ballast for the purpose of redirecting flows and 
encouraging deposition.  The lower photo point shows a pre-post project structure placed to break up plain bed conditions and develop split flows.



Appendix 2 – slide 17:  (Upper left) Pre-project channel condition exhibiting 55’ wide and very shallow plain bed.  The remain 3 image are varied angle of post project 
structure.  Wood structures were placed in the channel to encourage migration to river left where they will slow and drop bed load.  The structure was built tall and is 

anchored and ballasted in the stream bed to be stabile and capture LWD as it moves down stream.



Appendix 2 – slide 18:  Pre and post images of the lowest downstream structure in project area 18.  The structure was constructed ~150’ upstream from a 
county bridge which has some deficiencies in width and height given being built on the upper end of a depositional stream reach and has seen significant 

loss of capacity during flooding.  The bridge was damaged in the last flood in 1996-97.   The LWD structure was built with two purposes in mind, first to act 
as a catcher of LWD moving down out of the project area and second to cause deposition upstream alleviating some of the deposition under the bridge.  

CTUIR is working with their engineer to develop concepts that could be implemented to improve conditions at the bridge.
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